
Basic Resistor Experiment चኪᴥਫḵ༷ᬿ

Initial Observations ྍڡᥡ: 

In the “Simple LED Circuit” experiment a 330Ω resistor was used to protect a 3V 
LED light bulb from burning out when a 9V battery was used to power the circuit. 

 ᴠྊ3Vአ330Ωኪᴥڞኪ҅׀LEDኪ᪠”ਫḵӾ҅୮ֵአ9Vኪԅኪ᪠ܔᓌ“ࣁ
LEDᅌုᅹ̶ࣕ 

From this one observation we may be able to ask several questions: 
᭗ᬦᬯӞᥡ҅౯ժݢᚆտᳯپӻᳯ᷌ғ 

1. What is the purpose of a resistor? 
ኪᴥጱአ᭔ฎՋԍҘ 

2. How does a resistor work, and how are they rated? 
ኪᴥฎই֜ૡ֢ጱ҅ਙժጱ᷐ਧ꧊ฎग़Ҙ 

3. How do you select the correct resistor value for your circuit? 
ই֜ԅኪ᪠ᭌೠྋᏟጱኪᴥ꧊Ҙ 

4. Why was the resistor used in a series configuration in this circuit? 
ԅՋԍࣁᧆኪ᪠ӾֵአԀᘶኪᴥҘ 

5. Is there, and what is the difference between using a resistor in an either 
series or parallel configuration? 
 Ҙڦ܄ՋԍํԀᘶଚᘶኪ᪠Ӿֵአኪᴥࣁ

Although there a many more questions that could be investigated relating to this one 
“Simple LED Circuit” experiment, the preceding 5 questions are the foundation of 
our current experiment. In particular question #5 is the basis for the development of 
the hypothesis for our next experiment. 

ᡱᆐᬯӞ“ᓌܔLEDኪ᪠”ਫḵํๅग़ጱᳯ᷌ݢզᎸᑪ҅֕ፓضڹᵞӾᬯ5ӻᳯ᷌҅੦ٌ
ᳯ᷌5ฎӥӞӻਫḵᦡڊጱचᏐ̶ 

Assignment Details ձۓกᕡ: 

You will be required to build the “Basic Resistor” experiment circuit board in class. 
Then for homework you will need to complete the first half of your report using the 
“Scientific Method” and proper formatting conventions. An outline of the project 
schedule is provided below: 

ԅਹ֢ړ᮱ڹጱޞᭇ୮ጱ໒ୗਠ౮ಸ”चኪᴥ”ਫḵኪ᪠҅ೲᆙ“ᑀොဩ“֢ګ
ꁿ֢ӱ̶ᶱፓᬰଶय़ᛘইӥғ 

Class Activity #1 - ᧞झၚۖ1: 
Complete the construction of the “Basic Resistor” experiment circuit board. 

ਠ౮“चኪᴥ”ਫḵኪ᪠ጱ൫ୌ̶ 
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Homework Assignment #1 - ਹꁿ֢ӱ1: 
You are only required to complete the following sections of your report for 
homework, but it must be done and submitted online before the next class. 

ᕚࣁਠ౮ଚڹӥᜓ᧞ԏࣁԅਹꁿ֢ӱ҅֕ᶳ֢ړጱզӥ᮱ޞᵱᥝਠ౮ಸݝ֦
Ի̶ 

1. Introduction Օᕨ 
2. Hypothesis ᦡ 
3. Experiment Design ਫḵᦡᦇ 
4. Materials and method ාොဩ 

You will also need to prepare your data table so you know what information 
you will need to record when completing the experiment in the next class. 

 ̶௳מԶߺӥᜓ᧞ਠ౮ਫḵᎣ᭲ᵱᥝᦕ୯ࣁහഝᤒ҅զ॓ٵ

Class Activity #2 - ᧞झၚۖ2: 
Complete the experiment, record your data, and share your results with a 
minimum of two other students. 

ਠ౮ਫḵ҅ᦕ୯හഝ҅ଚӨᛗӷٌݷ՜ኞړՁᕮຎ̶ 

Homework Assignment #2 - ਹꁿ֢ӱ2: 
Complete your report and submit it digitally before the deadline. 

ਠ౮ಸޞଚࣁ౼ྊ෭๗ڹԻኪৼᇇ̶ 

Note: Do not conduct any online research related to the topic. Use 
only the evidence from your experiment to formulate your conclusion. 

ဳғӧᥝᬰᤈձ֜ӨᧆԆ᷌ፘىጱࣁᕚᔱ҅ݝᵱֵአਫḵӾጱᦤ
ഝڊᕮᦞ̶ 

Experiment Design ਫḵᦡᦇ: 

This experiment will focus on determining how resistors work and will try to 
determine if there is any mathematical relationships that can be observed for 
resistors when being used in either a series or parallel circuit design. 

ਫḵਖ਼᯿ᅩᏟਧኪᴥጱૡ֢ܻቘ҅ଚᦶᏟਧࣁԀᘶଚᘶኪ᪠ᦡᦇӾֵአኪᴥ
 ᔮ̶ىጱහکզᥡݢձ֜ࣁਂވฎ
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Electrical Schematics 
ኪৼܻቘࢶ

Experiment  
ਫḵ

Experiment A: Control Circuit  ਫḵAғഴګኪ᪠ 
This experiment is designed to establish a 
baseline of what we should expect from the 
components and the equipment being used. 
ਫḵࣁୌᒈ౯ժಅֵአጱᕟկᦡ॓ጱच
ຝ̶ 

NOTE: Resistance is measured in Ohms 
ဳғኪᴥጱၥᰁ֖ܔԅཾঢ 
Ohm (Ω): The SI unit used for electrical 
resistance. See Ohm’s law. 
ཾঢҁΩ҂ғአԭၥᰁኪᴥጱࢵᴬ̶֖ܔګ֖ܔᥠ
ཾঢਧ̶

Experiment B: Parallel Circuit  ਫḵBғଚᘶኪ
᪠ 
This experiment is designed to determine what 
will happen to the resistance (being measured in 
Ohms) when two resistors of the same value are 
used in parallel to one another. 
ਫḵࣁᏟਧ୮ӷӻፘݶ꧊ጱኪᴥଚᘶֵአ
҅ኪᴥҁզཾঢԅ֖ܔ҂տݎኞՋԍ۸̶ݒ 

Parallel circuit: A closed electrical circuit in which 
the current is divided into two or more paths and 
then returns via a common path to complete the 
circuit. 
ଚᘶኪ᪠ғӞᐿᳮݳኪ᪠ٌ҅Ӿኪၞړԅӷग़
ඪ᪠҅ᆐݸ᭗ᬦଗ᪠ᬬࢧզਠ౮ኪ᪠̶

Experiment C: Series Circuit  ਫḵCғԀᘶኪ᪠ 
This experiment is designed to determine what 
will happen to the resistance (being measured in 
Ohms) when two resistors of the same value are 
used in series. 
ਫḵࣁᏟਧ୮Ԁᘶֵአӷӻፘݶ꧊ጱኪᴥ
҅ኪᴥҁզཾঢԅ֖ܔ҂տݎኞՋԍ۸̶ݒ 

Series circuits:An electric circuit connected so 
that current passes through each circuit element 
in turn without branching. 
Ԁᘶኪ᪠ғֵኪၞׁེ᭗ᬦྯӻኪ᪠زկᘒӧݎኞ
ඪጱኪ᪠̶ړ
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